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1 Shorewatch

Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society 
Shorewatch Protocol 
 
1 Introduction 
 
The objective of the WDCS Shorewatch Programme is for partner groups and community 
volunteers to become stewards of local cetaceans and the marine habitat in which they live.  
Dedicated individuals are trained up and then sent out onto headlands and vantage points, armed 
with scientific binoculars and a keen sense of spirit - promoting conservation in action! 
 
Since 2001, the Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society (WDCS) have co-ordinated dedicated, 
effort-based watches for dolphins from the WDCS Wildlife Centre in Spey Bay. The data collected 
through this consistent monitoring has been incredibly valuable in demonstrating that the frequency 
of dolphin presence at a given site may differ from year-to-year and from month-to-month.  Using 
effort-based watches which conclusively demonstrate dolphin absences as well as recording 
dolphin sightings increases the value of this data set.  Application of these methods can be 
successfully applied at other land-based observation platforms along the coastline, and 
communities can be empowered to collect scientific information themselves. 
 
In the light of increasing evidence of the dolphin population ranging into and inhabiting areas 
outside of the Special Area of Conservation in the inner Moray Firth, it is vital to understand which 
other areas might be key habitat for these animals. Expanding data collection to include other sites 
both within and outside of the SAC boundaries would make a positive addition to any broader 
monitoring across this area. Such data will also be valuable towards informing planning decisions 
in future developments. 
 
Therefore, a network of observers is being recruited and trained to conduct regular and year-round 
shore-based watches with the aim of collecting conservation focused data. WDCS is providing 
training and support in appropriate land-based research techniques so that partners are confident 
in the collection of high quality data across this network of sites. In coordination with the WDCS 
Naturalist Training Program, volunteers are also receiving training as naturalists/visitor guides to 
promote the value of the marine environment in Scotland, raise awareness of the conservation 
issues affecting the animals and highlight the need to protect the natural heritage of the region to 
the general public. In this way, partners will collect valuable observational data but will also 
become ambassadors for the animals themselves. 
 

 
The Shorewatch Programme has been developed with support from Scottish Natural Heritage.
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2 Pre-Shorewatch check 
 
2.1 Pre-Shorewatch assessment: When and when not to carry out shorewatch. 
Before starting a shore-watch an assessment must be made to determine whether or not a watch 
should be carried out. This assessment should take account of the following:  
 
Assessment 
factors 

Carry out a shorewatch Do not carry out a shorewatch 

Training / 
understanding 

If you are confident that you 
understand the protocol and can 
reliably carry out the shorewatch. 

If you do not understand the protocol fully 
or have outstanding questions which 
would invalidate your data collection. 
Action: Check the protocol; ask a trained 
volunteer; or contact WDCS at 
shorewatch@wdcs.org / 10343 830339.  

Equipment When you have checked the 
equipment list (see below) and have 
all the necessary equipment ready.  

If items on the equipment list are 
missing/ lost.  
Action: Inform the Shorewatch site 
manager and (if necessary) WDCS; print 
out data sheets if necessary. 

Right time to do 
the watch 

When you have 15 minutes available, 
allowing for an entire 10-minute watch 
and a few minutes before and after to 
collect environment and boat data.   
(Watches may be planned or random 
but should not be influenced by the 
known presence of cetaceans.) 

If you will not be able to spend 10 
minutes watching. 
Action: Conduct a shorewatch when you 
next have 15 minutes available. 
 
(N.B. Unplanned Shorewatches should not be 
conducted just because you have heard that 
cetaceans are in the area. However, such casual 
sightings can be record as ‘off effort’ on the 
Cetacean Sightings form.) 

Weather If you are confident that the weather 
would not prevent you from seeing 
animals should they be there.  

If there is heavy rain, snow, fog/mist or it 
is too windy to write/stand/hold 
binoculars. 
Action: Make regular checks of the 
weather. If/when it improves conduct a 
shorewatch later in the day / week.   

Sea state Is 4 or less. If in doubt check the 
Beaufort scale on the laminated codes 
sheet.  
 
Note – it is up to you to decide if the 
swell is impacting your ability to spot 
cetaceans.  Do not conduct a watch if 
you feel that the swell is too high. 

If the sea state is above 4 i.e. moderate 
breeze with small waves. Fairly 
frequent white horses. If in doubt check 
the Beaufort scale on the laminated 
codes sheet. 
Action: Make regular checks of the sea 
state. If/when it improves conduct a 
shorewatch later in the day / week.   

Other work or 
personal 
activities 

If you can carry out concentrated 
watches without being disturbed for 
your 10-minute watch.  

If there are many activities at the site or 
in your life which mean that you can not 
fully concentrate for a 10-minute watch. 
Action: When the activities are over and 
if time allows, conduct a shorewatch later 
in the day / week.  

Sickness/heath If you are feeling 100% and not 
suffering from headache, sickness, a 
cold etc. 

If you are not feeling well and thus 
cannot carry out the shorewatch 
adequately. 
Action: Ask another trained person to do 
it for you or do it at another time.  
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2.2 Equipment check:  
To carry out a shorewatch you will need appropriate clothes and shoes for your site.  Please be 
prepared for cold, wind, sun and uneven terrain. The following kit is also necessary: 
   
 WDCS-issued binoculars (or other at 7 x 50 magnification and with compass/reticules), 
 
 WDCS-issued monopod 

 
 WDCS Shorewatch clipboard-box with sharp pencil and interval clock attached, 

 
 WDCS Shorewatch data sheets – check for spare sheets in clipboard box, 

 
 WDCS Shorewatch laminated data keys: visibility, boats, and sea state, 

 
 WDCS species-ID key, 

 
 WDCS Shorewatch high-visibility vest 

 
 Cover/container for equipment in case of rain – if site is remote from facilities / car. 

 
In fine weather it may also be worthwhile taking a camera/video camera to get wildlife images in 
the time after the shore-watch has finished. 
 
 
* * * * * 
 
 
3 Survey Protocol 
 
3.1 Timing 
 Dedicated Shorewatch observations should be carried out as often as possible at each 

Shorewatch site.  This might be once per hour, day, week, or month.  
 
 Shorewatches should be carried out no more often than once per hour.   

 
 Shorewatches should be pre-planned (organised or random) to the extent possible, if there 

is time for extra watches, these should not be within an hour of the previous watch.   
 
 Extra Shorewatches should never be carried out because cetaceans are 

known/thought to be in the area.  Any opportunistic or casual sightings can be recorded 
on the Cetacean Sighting Details sheet and noted as ‘off effort’. 

 
 For consistency, Shorewatches should be carried out for 10-minutes – no more, no less.  

This 10-minutes should entirely be spent scanning as described on the next page (4-min 
binocular scan, 1-min eye scan, 4-min binocular scan, 1-min eye scan.  (Extra time may be 
spent to continue observing animals if they are present but this should not be counted 
towards the Shorewatch. 

 
 Be prepared. Get into position a few minutes earlier to conduct an initial scan of the site, 

familiarise yourself with the daily conditions and to allow time for writing in the date, 
location, observer initials and environmental conditions.  
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3.2 Shorewatch Observation Protocol 
The Shorewatcher should position her/himself at a given Shorewatch monitoring site with an 
(ideally) 180 view of coastline and sea.  S/he should set up the WDCS-issue binoculars / 
monopod at a comfortable height and attach a data sheet to the clipboard. 
 
A) Before each watch 
Scan the area thoroughly with your eyes for one minute to familiarize yourself with the site. (Even 
at a regular site, conduct this initial scan to adjust to the conditions on the day and get your eyes 
ready to perform a Shorewatch always starting at high effort.) Make note of the environmental 
conditions and record them before the watch begins. 
 
B) When starting the watch:  
 Start the interval timer on the stopwatch to beep every one minute and multi-beep at the 

end of ten minutes. 
 
B) During the shore watch: 
 4-minute binocular scan: Start by using the binoculars to scan the watch area from left to 

right for four minutes.  It should take you approximately one minute to scan 45 (one 
quarter of the watch area); the interval timer can be set to beep every one minute to help 
you time this process.  (If you complete scanning a quadrant before the timer sounds, 
repeat your scan of this area until you hear the beep and only then should you move onto 
the next quadrant.  If the timer sounds before you have finished a quadrant, move onto the 
next quadrant immediately to maintain an even effort throughout the area and try to adjust 
your pace for the next scan.) 

 
 1-minute naked eye scan: Scan the watch area with your eyes for approximately one 

minute.  Try to scan the entire watch area, looking slowly from left to right and taking in the 
sea from the horizon into the shore.  Although you will see less well at a distance than 
when using the binoculars, these scans take advantage of our peripheral vision and allow 
our eyes to rest in between binocular scans. 

 
 4-minute binocular scan: Scan the watch area from left to right as described above.  Use 

the interval timer to help you scan approximately 45 in each minute. 
 
 1-minute naked eye scan: Finish by scanning the area with your eyes from left to right. 

 
 Try not to be distracted by anything during the survey period.  It is important to concentrate 

fully to maintain even effort and maximise the chance of seeing any animals in the area.  If 
a member of the public starts speaking to you during a Shorewatch, explain that you need 
to keep your eyes on the sea for 10 minutes and invite him/her to help you watch. 

 
*Overall, a Shorewatch should start with a pre-watch scan and then follow the pattern: 4-min 
binocular scan, 1-min eye scan, 4-min binocular scan, 1-min eye scan. 

 
F) Following the 10-minute watch:  
 Check that each column has been filled in (even if it is just with a 0 or dash) and that the 

information has been recorded accurately in the correct columns, 
 Record the number of people that you talked to around the Shorewatch, 
 Jot down anything of interest in the notes section or on the back of the sheet, 
 Check that all data / notes are legible and clear to assist with the data entry process. 

 
G) Equipment check. After a Shorewatch: 
 Wipe any sea spray, condensation or dust from the binoculars, 
 Ensure that there is a data sheet with sufficient space for the next Shorewatcher to use the 

kit. 
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3.3 Shorewatch Effort Data Sheet 
The ‘Shorewatch Effort Data Sheet’ should be filled out every time a Shorewatch is completed 
regardless of whether or not a cetacean is sighted during the watch.  (If a cetacean is sighted, 
details beyond presence should be recorded in ‘Cetacean Sighting Data’ on the reverse side of the 
sheet. Ensure that you are familiar with the date required on each side of the sheet. 
 
A) Before each watch 
Scan the area thoroughly with your eyes for one minute to familiarize yourself with the site. (Even 
at a regular site, conduct this initial scan to adjust to the conditions on the day and get your eyes 
ready to perform a Shorewatch always starting at high effort.) Make note of the environmental 
conditions and record the following before the watch begins. 
 
 The location: Shorewatch Site / Latitude & Longitude:  

If the site is a formal Shorewatch monitoring site, the name is sufficient.  For all other sites, 
please note the latitude/longitude in degree decimal minutes 

 
 Observer name (top of page) & initials: 

in the first open row in Shorewatch Effort table. 
Note – a different data sheet should be used for each different Shorewatch site but 
multiple observers may be listed on the data sheet at a single site. 

 
 Date:  

Simple but very important. 
 
 Sea state:  

Assessed using the Beaufort scale. The Beaufort Sea State Code is a simple scale that can 
be used to give an approximate but concise description of sea conditions.  It is one of 
several variables which can be used in the marine environment to assess the Beaufort 
Wind Force, a visual method to assess wind speed.  All WDCS cetacean researchers use 
the Beaufort Sea State Code as part of their shore watch protocol.   

 
The sea state must be recorded during shore watch because it affects the probability of a 
sighting.  For this reason Shorewatch is not carried out when sea state is above 4. 
 
In order to determine sea state: 
 
 Use the sea state photo guide and descriptions. 
 Use binoculars to make an accurate assessment. 
 Look into the wind to record the greatest sea state observed within the observation 

area. 
 Discount coastal surf. 
 Record your final assessment one minute before shore watch start time. 
 Make a discrete decision on the sea state, i.e. 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4, and avoid using a 

range of sea states i.e. 2 to 3. 
 

 Visibility: Assessed based on how far you can see in relation to places and distances. 
Each location will have its own visibility card based on the example shown from Spey Bay.  
Note, this is inputted as a number from 1 (Bad) to 6 (Excellent) during data input.  Watches 
should not be carried out in ‘bad’ visibility of less than 1 km. 

 
Note: swell may also impact your ability to see cetaceans but can be very hard to judge accurately.  
If the swell is high enough that you think it might be impacting your watch – eg, if you would not be 
confident recording that there are no cetaceans in the area, DO NOT carry out a Shorewatch. 
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B) When starting the watch:  
 Record the start time on the data sheet. 

 
 
C) If a cetacean is sighted:  
 Cetaceans Present? (Y or N) 

Mark Y for cetacean present on the Shorewatch effort sheet.  All other information should 
be recorded in the ‘Cetacean Sightings’ section of your data sheet; two rows of 
information about each sighting must be recorded. 

 
 Keep a concentrated watch on the area where the animals are, make a mental note of 

environmental cues (such as tide lines) to help you remember the area if the animal(s) dive.  
 
**Note: 

Look at details for Shorewatch Data Sheet – Cetacean Sightings for details of how to 
fill in the back side of the data sheet. 

 
 
D) Feeding birds? Number of boats? 
Make a mental note of additional information during the 10-minute watch; confirm and record it 
when finished: 
  
 Score the number of boats seen up to the horizon (with the naked eye) and record the boat 

types using the WDCS Shorewatch Boat Key, 
 Make note of any feeding birds including species, distance, and bearing, 
 Take record of other sightings (seals, sun fish, basking shark) in notes and on the 

‘Sightings Data’ sheet but do not mark ‘Y’ in the cetacean present comment. 
 

 
E) Following the 10-minute watch:  
 Record the end time, 
 If you did not see any cetaceans, put an ‘N’ in the appropriate column,  
 Check that each column has been filled in (even if it is just with a 0 or dash) and that the 

information has been recorded accurately in the correct columns, 
 Record the number of people that you talked to around the Shorewatch, 
 Jot down anything of interest in the notes section or on the back of the sheet, 
 Check that all data / notes are legible and clear to assist with the data entry process. 
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3.4 Cetacean Sighting Data Sheet 
The ‘Cetacean Sighting Data Sheet’ should be filled out every time a cetacean is sighted.  Two 
rows of information are required for each sightings.  Casual (non-Shorewatch) sightings may also 
be recorded on this sheet but should be marked as *not* on Shorewatch effort.  Ensure that you 
are familiar with the date required on each side of the sheet. 
 
Note: You should have already filled in the ‘Cetaceans Present’ column on the Shorewatch 
Effort side of the data sheet. (Y) 
 
 Sighting start / end time: Note down the times that you were actually watching the 

animals.  This may start at any point during your 10-minute watch (when you first see the 
animal) and may extend beyond your dedicated watch if you choose to remain and watch. 

 
 Record the bearing to the animal(s) using the compass* in the binoculars. This will be used 

to help us map sightings and determine if there are any ‘hot spots’ within your field of view.  
Using the compass at the bottom of your field of view through the Shorewatch binoculars, 
note down the compass bearing from you to the animal. 

 
 Record the distance to the animal(s). Line up one of the reticule lines in your field of view 

with the point where the sea meets the sky or land (note down which horizon you are 
using); count down the number of reticule lines to the location where you first sighted the 
animals – you may count partial reticules. 
 
If possible, make a distance estimate in meters to the animals – we will use this alongside 
your reticule measurement to determine the location of your sighting.  Ask us to help you 
find the distance to landmarks within your watch area or find out how you can make a range 
finder stick on the JNCC website: 
http://www.jncc.gov.uk/docs/Guide%20to%20making%20a%20rangefinder%20stick_rev01.xls  

 
 Keep watching the animals as you try to determine the species.  Using your training, make 

some notes/drawings on the back of the data sheet as you watch.  Note down the level at 
which you are most confident (for example, if you can determine that the animal is a dolphin 
but are not certain of the species, note – Dolphin sp.) .Record the ID cues that you used to 
assist with verification. Use the space provided to make notes/sketch key features/cues.   

 
 Record confidence of the species ID; note down the cues that you used to ID the 

animal(s) as we will use these to verify the sightings. Are you 100% confident that you saw 
a minke whale?  Or 100% certain that it was a whale and 50% certain that it was a minke?  
As a rule of thumb, if you can note down 3 or more identifying features (blow shape, dorsal 
location, size, etc), you can be fairly confident of your observation.  1-2 identifying features 
might be 50-75% confident. try to record at least one ID at 100% (eg., dolphin – 100%, 
bottlenose – 50%; or cetacean – 100%, minke whale 25%.) 

 
 Number of animals / Max number of fins seen at the same time: When observing a 

group of cetaceans (whales dolphins or porpoises) count the number of fins seen at the 
same time to give an assessment of the number of cetaceans present in the survey area. 
For example, if you originally see 3 fins at the same time, then 5 then 8, do not add them 
together. Instead record 8 as the maximum number of fins seen at the same time in the 
observation period.  This is often considered a ‘minimum count’ in other studies as it 
reflects the number of animals that you are absolutely confident are present but does not 
include your ‘feeling’ that it was actually a group of 6 even though you only saw 4 fins. 

 
 Record behaviours that you see.  Most important is to circle as appropriate ‘Travel’ (note 

direction) or ‘Stay’ (in the watch area) and ‘Active’ or ‘Calm’ surfacing style.  Make note of 
any specific behaviours that you identify.
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4 Casual sightings 
 
Extra Shorewatches can be conducted as and when you have time but the decision to conduct a 
Shorewatch must be made independently of cetacean presence. Please conduct extra 
Shorewatches whenever you have time (not within one hour of another Shorewatch).  Please do 
not decide to conduct a Shorewatch because you have just seen dolphins or someone has told you 
dolphins are in the area as this will bias the results. (Eg. If you typically do a Shorewatch nearby 
your place of work on a lunch break it is okay to conduct a second watch at the end of the day 
because you finished early but not because a customer just came in and told you that there were 
dolphins outside.)  However, sightings of cetaceans when not on ‘survey effort’ are useful for 
WDCS and other organisations.  We will therefore collect information about sightings made outside 
of effort and pass them on to the relevant individuals/groups. Sightings made casually (i.e. when 
not on shore-watch) should be recorded on the separate ‘WDCS Cetacean Sightings’ data sheet. 
 
Cetacean sightings reported by a member of the public should ideally be verified by a trained 
Shorewatcher.  If a sighting is reported and you are available, collect the binoculars and 
Shorewatch data sheet. Watch from your Shorewatch monitoring site and collect the following 
information:   
 
The following information should be recorded: 
 
 Date 
 Observer Initials 
 Sea state 
 Visibility 
 Start time of sighting 
 Bearing to animal(s) 
 Distance to animal(s) 
 Species – key ID features 
 Number of animals 
 End Time of sighting 
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Appendix B.) Beaufort Sea States 
 
The Beaufort Sea State Code is a simple scale that can be used to give an approximate but concise description of sea 
conditions.  During Shorewatches, WDCS cetacean researchers use the Beaufort Sea State Code as part of their shore 
watch protocol.  The sea state must be recorded during shore watch because it affects the probability of a sighting.  Each 
increase in sea state results in a decreased chance of sighting animals when present.  In high sea states cetacean 
detection becomes very unlikely and this limits the value of the data collected.  For this reason shore watch is not 
carried out in conditions above sea state 4. 
 
In order to determine sea state: 
 

 Use the sea state photo guide and descriptions. 
 Use binoculars to make an accurate assessment. 
 Look into the wind to record the greatest sea state observed within the observation area. 
 Discount coastal surf. 
 Record your final assessment one minute before shore watch start time. 
 Make a discrete decision on the sea state, i.e. 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4, and avoid using a range of sea 

states i.e. 2 to 3. 
 

Sea states 0-6 are described below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sea State 1 
 
Conditions: Ripples. 
Wind Speed: 1 - 3 knots (wind motion 
visible in smoke) 
Wave Height: 0.33 feet/10cm 
 

Sea State 2 
 

Conditions: Small wavelets all over.  No 
whitecaps. 
Wind Speed: 4 - 6 knots (wind felt on 
exposed skin and leaves rustle) 
Wave Height: 0.66 feet/20cm 
 

Sea State 0 
 
Conditions: Sea like a mirror. 
Wind Speed: Under 1 knot (smoke rises 
vertically) 
Wave Height: 0 feet 
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Sea State 3 
 

Conditions: Large wavelets. Few white 
caps here and there. 
Wind Speed: 7 - 10 knots (leaves and 
smaller twigs in constant motion) 
Wave Height: 2 feet/60cm 
 

Sea State 4 
 

Conditions: Small waves. Fairly frequent 
white caps. 
Wind Speed: 11 - 16 knots (dust and loose 
paper raised. Small branches begin to 
move) 
Wave Height: 3.3 feet/1m 
 

Sea State 5 
 

Conditions: Moderate waves. Many white 
caps. Spray possible. 
Wind Speed: 17 - 21 knots (branches of a 
moderate size move. Small trees begin to 
sway) 
Wave Height: 6.6 feet/2m 
 

Sea State 6 
 

Conditions: Large waves with white foam 
crests. Spray probable. 
Wind Speed: 22 - 27 knots (large 
branches in motion. Whistling heard in 
overhead wires) 
Wave Height: 9.9 feet/3m 
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Appendix C.) Visibility Codes   
 

Should be assessed at the start of each shore watch and recorded using the input codes below 
 
Add local descriptions that will help you assess the visibility consistently (eg.at Spey Bay: Good – Can 
see Lossiemouth in the west and will see past Buckie and may just see Bow Fiddle rock in the east). 
Input Code Distance Description 

 
1 

 
<1 km 

 
Bad:  
 
                                              Do not carry out a Shorewatch 

 
2 

 
1-5 km 

 
Poor:  
 
 

 
3 

 
6-10 km 

 
Moderate:  
 
 

 
4 

 
11-15 km 

 
Good:  
 
 

 
5 

 
16-20 km 

 
Very Good:  
 
 

 
6 

 
>20km 

 
Excellent:  
 
 

 
Note down known distances to landmarks in the sea or along the coast to help you remember 
distances.  WDCS can conduct site visits to help you collect this information. 

 
Watch site to _________________________ = ~    1   km 
 
Watch site to _________________________ = ~     5  km 
 
Watch site to _________________________ = ~   10  km 
 
Watch site to _________________________ = ~   15  km 
 
Watch site to _________________________ = ~   20  km 
 
Watch site to _________________________ = ~ ____km 
 
Watch site to _________________________ = ~ ____km 
 
Watch site to _________________________ = ~ ____km 
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Visibility  (Site specific: Spey Bay) 
 
Should be assessed at the start of each shore watch and recorded as follows: – 
 
Input 
Code 

Distance Description 

1 <1 km Bad: Cannot see to Kingston : Do not carry out a 
shore-watch 

2 1-5 km Poor: Can see to Kingston in the west. Can see up to 
Portgordon in the east but no further. N.B. Portgordon 
is around 5km away 

3 6-10 km Moderate: Can see Buckie in the east 
4 11-15 km Good: Can see Lossiemouth in the west and will see 

past Buckie and may just be able to see Bow fiddle 
rock in the east.  

5 16-20 km Very Good: Clearly see bow-fiddle rock in the east, 
past Lossiemouth in the west.  

6 >20km Excellent: Clear day. May be able to see other side of 
the firth.  

 
Tugnet to Kingston: 1 to 1.25km 
 
Tugnet to Portgordon: 4.5 to 5km 
 
Tugnet to Buckie: 6.5 to 7.5km 
 
Tugnet to Lossiemouth: ~14km 
 
Tugnet to Bow Fiddle rock: ~15km  
 
 
 
* * * * * 
 
 
Appendix D.) Species codes 
 
Cetacean species 
The codes for the most commonly sighted cetacean species in the Moray Firth are as 
follows: – 
 
Input Code Species 
BND Bottlenose dolphin 
HP Harbour porpoise 
MW Minke whale 
O Orca 
CD Common dolphin 
RD Risso’s dolphin 
WSD Atlantic white-sided dolphin 
UW Unidentified whale 
UD Unidentified dolphin 
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Appendix E.) Boats 
Make a quick count of the number and type of boats you can see up to the horizon, with 
your naked eye, and record this in the boat column. Use the following codes for boat type:- 
 
Input Code Description 
SV Sailing Vessel 
MSV Sailing Vessel under Motor 
SM Small Motorboat : less than 10m 
LM Large Motorboat : greater than 10m 
T Tanker 
O Other (please specify) 
 
Sailing vessel:        Sailing vessel under motor: 
 

   
 
 
Small Motor: out-board speed boats, RIBs, and small fishing vessels (creels or pots) 
 

   
 
 
Large Motor: large fishing vessels (trawlers),     Tanker: 
working vessels (coastguard, tugs, etc) 
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00:00 
00:00 

Appendix F.) Interval timer instructions 
 
 
The function of the interval timer is to beep every minute during a ten-minute shorewatch, 
to allow all shorewatchers to follow a consistent ‘watching protocol’. To programme your 
timer to beep every minute for ten minutes, follow the instructions below: 
 
 
Firstly, it should already be pre-programmed. If it is programmed correctly, it will look like 
this when you turn it on: 
 

1) Turn the timer ON: hold down the NEXT button for a few seconds then release. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2) Push START to begin timing. The counter will count down from 01:00. When it 
reaches zero, an alarm will sound. This process will be repeated ten times. After ten 
minutes, the timer will sound a long alarm, indicating that shorewatch is over. 

 
* * * * * 

 
If it DOES NOT look like the image above – DON’T PANIC! It is very easy to set. Follow 
the step-by-step instructions below. 
 

1) Hold down both the NEXT and CHANGE buttons for a few seconds until the screen 
changes. This is the setup mode. 

 
NB. To go back a step whilst in setup mode, press the START button. 
 

2) You can choose between one interval time and two interval times. You want to 
choose just one. The screen should look like this 00:00, i.e. you shouldn’t have to 
change anything. However, if the screen looks like this  

 
Press the CHANGE button to make the lower 00:00 disappear. 

 
 

Press NEXT. 
 
3) We want to set the interval to 01:00, i.e. so that the alarm will beep every 1 minute. 

Press the NEXT button to move from number to number, and the CHANGE button 
to change the selected number. If the first number is already zero (00:00) press 
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NEXT; if the second number is also zero (00:00) press CHANGE until you reach 1 
(01:00). If the last numbers are already both zero, press NEXT on both of them, 
then the screen will change. 

 
4) The screen will now say MAN. Press CHANGE until it says AUTO 00.  

 
[There are three countdown modes: MAN manual; AUTO automatic; and AUTO 00 
automatic with timer. Automatic means the timer will keep beeping every one minute 
for eternity. AUTO 00 means it will beep automatically every one minute for a set 
number of minutes]. 
 
5) When the screen says AUTO 00, press NEXT and the 00 in the box will flash. Press 

CHANGE to change the first 0 to a 1, so that the box now reads 10. Press NEXT on 
the zero because you do not want to change it. We have now set the automatic 
timer to beep every minute for 10 minutes. Press NEXT to go to the next screen. 

 
6) The screen will now say BH. This means Beep High, and refers to the alarm sound. 

If you press CHANGE, you can also have BL (beep low) or VIB (vibrate). Leave the 
alarm on BH and press NEXT to go to the next screen. 

 
7) This screen refers to alarm duration. It will say ‘1’ which means the alarm will sound 

for 1 second. If you press CHANGE, it will change to 5, and then 10. Leave the 
alarm on ‘1’ second. Press NEXT. 

 
8) You have now exited the setup menu, and your interval time will be displayed on 

the screen, which should look like this 01:00. 
 

9) Push START to begin timing. The counter will count down from 01:00. When it 
reaches zero, an alarm will sound. This process will be repeated ten times. After ten 
minutes, the timer will sound a long alarm, indicating that shorewatch is over. 

 
 
ADDITIONAL NOTES: 
 
RESET: hold the START button for a few seconds. 
 
STOP timer while in use: hold down START button for a few seconds. 
 
During SETUP press the START button to go back to a previous step. 
 
REBOOT: to reboot a malfunctioning timer, insert a paperclip or pin into the Reboot hole. 
 
If the screen becomes difficult to read try tilting it; the battery needs replacing (AAA). 
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Appendix G.) The confusion of time notes 
 
Universal time and GMT: 
The times of various events, particularly astronomical and weather phenomena, are often 
given in "Universal Time" (abbreviated UT) which is sometimes referred to, now 
colloquially, as "Greenwich Mean Time" (abbreviated GMT). The two terms are often used 
loosely to refer to time kept on the Greenwich meridian (longitude zero), five hours ahead 
of Eastern Standard Time. Times given in UT are almost always given in terms of a 24-
hour clock. Thus, 14:42 (often written simply 1442) is 2:42 p.m., and 21:17 (2117) is 9:17 
p.m. Sometimes a Z is appended to a time to indicate UT, as in 0935Z. 
 
In the most common civil usage, UT refers to a time scale called "Coordinated Universal 
Time" (abbreviated UTC), which is the basis for the worldwide system of civil time. 
 
UTC is equivalent to the civil time for Iceland, Liberia, Morocco, Senegal, Ghana, Mali, 
Mauritania, and several other countries. During the winter months, UTC is also the civil 
time scale for the United Kingdom and Ireland. 
 
http://aa.usno.navy.mil/faq/docs/UT.html 
 
British summer time: 
 
In the European Union, Summer Time begins and ends at 1:00 a.m. Universal Time 
(Greenwich Mean Time). It begins the last Sunday in March and ends the last Sunday in 
October. In the EU, all time zones change at the same moment 
 
The main purpose of Daylight Saving Time (called "Summer Time" in many places in the 
world) is to make better use of daylight. We change our clocks during the summer months 
to move an hour of daylight from the morning to the evening. Countries have different 
change dates. 
 
http://webexhibits.org/daylightsaving/ 
 
Standard Time : Standard Time is legal time in a specific area of the world. Generally, if a 
certain area observes DST every year, Standard Time refers only to the time when DST is 
not in effect.  
Local Mean Time  
Local Mean Time is solar time at a particular location on the earth, averaged out over 
seasonal variations in the sun's position. This was the legal time in most places before 
standard time was introduced. To compute the offset (in hours) from UTC to Local Mean 
Time, take the longitude of the location in degrees, using negative numbers in the western 
hemisphere, and divide by 15. For example, the longitude of Kokomo, Indiana is 86° 08' 
West, or -86 8/60. Dividing by 15, the Local Mean Time at Kokomo is UTC-5:44:32.  
 
http://www.statoids.com/tconcept.html 
 
UT: Universal Time 
GMT: Greenwich Mean Time 
BST: British Summer Time = Universal Time or Greenwich Mean time  + 1:00 hour 
DST: Daylight Saving Time  
GMTDT:  = British summer time i.e. Daylight saving  


